
JEWISH NETWORK FOR PALESTINE 

MINUTES OF THE STEERING GROUP MEETING HELD ON 27 OCTOBER 2019 AT SOAS  

 
Present: David Cannon (Chair), Haim Bresheeth, Noel Hamel, Hagit Borer (via Skype), Natasha 
Camran, Les Levidow, Jonathan Coulter, Elleanne Green, Linda Speight (Minutes) 
 
Apologies for absence: Jonahid Miah 

 
Minutes of the last meeting: Minutes of the last meeting were agreed and signed 

 
EXTRA AGENDA ITEM 

 
TACKLING UNPROVEN MEDIA SMEARS OF LABOUR 'ANTI-SEMITISM': Jonathan 
pre-circulated a paper on this problem, his joint efforts with other groups to counter the smears and 
a proposal that JNP join in the opposition. JNP supports such efforts led by groups which make this 
issue a priority or even their raison d’etre (eg Free Speech on Israel). The discussion was 
inconclusive whether JNP could usefully make this a priority or an extra aim. As a modest step, we 
propose to include weaponisation of antisemitism in our lecture series (see item 5). 
 
CIRCULATED AGENDA 

 
1. COMMUNICTIONS: Haim said that members are complaining that they are unable to post in 
the Google Group and on the Facebook page. Linda said that she would put a post on the 
Facebook page stating that if members send links to the Facebook inbox we will share these if 
appropriate. Action Linda 

 
Hagit said that there is a problem finding the Facebook page via Google that relates to the URL re: 
the previous title 'Supporters of JVP UK'.  Hagit said she will look into it. Action Hagit 
 
Linda stressed it is important that before editors post on the Facebook page that they first check 
that the article/video hasn't already been posted by another editor to avoid duplication and to check 
the dates of articles to ensure only up to date relevant information is being posted. 
 
Jonahid had suggested a JNP Instagram account. It was agreed to think about this further. 
 
Haim stated that he has not yet been able to complete the leaflet he is working on but that a draft 
will be circulated to us within two weeks. Action Haim 

 
2. BDS: Dave said he had met with Jonahid Miah who confirmed he will lead on ‘cultural 
boycott’ on behalf of JNP. Jonahid understands that Amazon supports Israeli policyon Palestinians 
and will try to find out more. He intends to attend the next SG meeting. Action Jonahid 

 
Les and Jonathan met Sabeel-Kairos last week. S-K commented on the recent threats of violence 
against Palestine events, especially at Christian venues. Even if the threats are empty they can be 
effective if someone in the ‘hot-seat’ wants a pretext to cancel a booking and avoid the issue. 
 



S-K asked our advice on any pro-Palestine rabbis. Jonathan had asked Robert Cohen who said it is 
very difficult but suggested S-K reach out “to a few influential younger Rabbis, perhaps that don’t 
work for a specific congregation” and supplied a rabbi who Jonathan will try to contact. Haim 
recommended Rabbi Weiss (Neturei Karta) as a speaker to Christian groups. Action 
Haim/Jonathan 

 
S-K has produced a leaflet 'Investing for Peace' with a guide for churches on a Morally Responsible 
Investment Policy. S-K has been in contact with JVP and so were pleased to meet with JNP; its UK 
counterpart. Churches have already screened out companies on various ethical criteria but only the 
Quakers and Methodists have begun to do so as regards Israel. S-K convenes a campaign group of 
activists involved in divestment efforts in various church groups and will let us know when the group 
next meets. Action Les 

 
Via Skype, Jenny Morgan (Film maker) told the meeting about 'Artists for Palestine' group that has 
a Facebook and website page 'AP.UK'. Many German artists has been deselected because of   

Bundestag anti-BDS policy. Dave will encourage JNP contacts who are artists to sign the Artists 
Pledge for Palestine; artistsforpalestine.org.uk/a-pledge/. Action Dave 

 
‘Palestinian Solidarity Campaign v HM Government’ will be heard at the Supreme Court on 
Wednesday 20 November. It will challenge government efforts to prevent local authorities from 
applying political criteria, such as BDS, in procurement or investment decisions. Action SG 

 
Elleanne said that she had attended the Puma Day of Action in Carnaby Street yesterday. 
 
3. NETWORKING: JNP had arranged a meeting of pro-Palestinian Jewish groups. Good 
foundations had been laid, minutes had been circulated and JNP had offered a follow-up meeting. 
This didn't go ahead due to poor response but Linda sent an email stating that we will liaise 
regarding future joint actions. 
 
Haim and Hagit had met with Sarah Hamdan (QMUL PalSoc organiser) who has adopted parts of 
JNP’s Lecture Series for QMUL and who will organise a meeting of students and staff who support 
Palestine to prepare the lecture series. 
 
Brent Friends of Palestine has asked JNP to present to their AGM on 21 November 2019 at the 
Granville Centre, Carlton Vale NW10 2RN. Their request posed the question: How to work towards 
a solution to the conflict without being antisemitic?  Les agreed to speak and others are welcome 
to join in. Action Les 

 
The request made us realise that JNP’s overall stance is scattered among several documents. 
Haim proposed that the documents should be rewritten into one; with links to reading and to other 
existing actions/groups. Action Haim/Les. 
 
Jonathan had arranged an informal meeting with Miko Peled and five others. 
 

JNP is on the mailing list of the European Co-ordination of Committees and Associations for 
Palestine (ECCP) which often solicits views of groups on its list. 
 
Dave stated that Jonahid is in contact with Amna Afzal at Interpal and will keep us posted. 
 
Haim asks that we let him know of any relevant meetings coming up so that he can publicise. 



 
4. WEBSITE: Haim will update website and add 'Our Approach to Zionism'. Action Haim 

 

5. LECTURE SERIES: Haim proposed contacting Glasgow Media Group and organising a 
large meeting/seminar on ‘Tackling Media Anti-Semitism Smears’ with a publicly well-known 
speaker (eg Peter Oborne) plus others. Jonathan stressed the need to seek a back-up sympathetic 
‘conservative’ figure in case Oborne is unavailable. JNP needs to complement the groups who are 
doing excellent work in this area eg Media Reform Coalition and FSOI. Action Haim/Jonathan 

 
Haim is still encountering problems with booking a space for public meetings. Until a room is 
booked, he cannot proceed with booking the speakers. He had received no response to an email 
enquiry that he sent to a sympathetic academic at KCL. He will try LSE. Hagit said that QMUL might 
be more amenable but there were doubts about whether a potential audience would travel there. 
Les will send Haim contact details for KCL Action Palestine. Action Haim/Les. 
 
Haim had been trying to arrange four lectures, two before Christmas and two in the New Year. Due 
to difficulties with room bookings he has been unable, so far, to arrange the two lectures before 
Christmas. The two lectures in the New Year are confirmed to take place at SOAS;  

• Prof. Nira Yuval-Davis on 14 January 2020 "Women and State in Israeli Society" 

• Prof. Avi Shlaim on 25 February 2020 "The Oslo Lies. What was actually agreed". 
 
6. BANNER: Haim has ordered two more feather banners with an improved design. Elleanne 
had taken one of the banners to Brighton and found it very light and transportable but it had been 
difficult to assemble so she will bring it to next SG for us all to have a tutorial! Action Elleanne 

 
7. MEMBERSHIP & ACCOUNTS: Natasha stated that; 

• JNP now has 126 fully paid up members. 
• JNP currently has a total of £2,962 in its account of which £950 is donations.  

• she is happy to reimburse by electronic transfer the fares of SG members who travel to 
meetings from outside London if they provide evidence of 2nd class day return rail tickets. 

Action Natasha 

 
Haim said that Jean Kendall isn't receiving postings. Action Dave 

 
8. ANY OTHER BUSINESS: Tuesday 29th October 2019: launch of book about Noam 
Chomsky's life work at UCL. The launch was fully booked but Les and Elleanne will go along on the 
off-chance. Action Les/Elleanne 

 
9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING: The next SG meeting will be held on SUNDAY 1st DECEMBER 
2019 at SOAS from 2pm to 4pm. Haim will book room and confirm. Action Haim 


